Limitations! Online cutting production dimensions; from width 292mm and length 850mm. For more information see product list!!
Limitations! Online cutting production dimensions; from width 292mm and length 850mm. For more information see product list!!
Vertical fixing, c.2.c 300mm, with 60mm from edges

Limitations! Online cutting production dimensions; from width 292mm and length 850mm. For more information see product list!
NV05

Steni Nature

Vertical fixing, c.2.c 300mm, with 15mm from edges

Limitations! Online cutting production dimensions; from width 292mm and length 850mm. For more information see product list!
Steni Nature
Vertical fixing, c.2.c 300mm (without left side drilled)

Limitations! Online cutting production dimensions; from width 292mm and length 850mm. for more information see product list!

 Disclaimer, Drill pattern and amount of screws is not according to Steni technical approval for fixing panels. We do not recommend edges/side distance more than 70mm. Non-conformity will be the customer’s responsibility.
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Steni Nature
Vertical fixing, c.2.c 300mm (without right side drilled)

Limitations! Online cutting production dimensions; from width 292mm and length 850mm. For more information see product list!
Disclaimer, drill pattern and amount of screws is not according to Steni technical approval for fixing panels. We do not recommend edges/side distance more than 70mm. Non-conformity will be the customer's responsibility.

Limitations! Online cutting production dimensions; from width 292mm and length 850mm. For more information see product list!